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Abstracts 
A Power quality problem is an occurrence of nonstandard voltage, current or frequency that results in a failure 

or a misoperation of end user equipments. Utility distribution networks, sensitive industrial loads and critical 

commercial operations suffer from various types of outages and service interruptions which can cost significant 

financial losses. With the increase in load demand, the Renewable Energy Sources (RES) are increasingly connected in 

the distribution systems which utilizes power electronic Converters/Inverters. This paper presents a novel control 

strategy for achieving maximum benefits from these grid-interfacing inverters using the closed loop fuzzy logic control, 

when installed in 3-phase 4-wire distribution systems. The inverter is controlled to perform as a multi-function device 

by incorporating active power filter functionality. The inverter can thus be utilized as: 1) power converter to inject 

power generated from RES to the grid, and 2) shunt APF to compensate current unbalance, load current harmonics, 

load reactive power demand and load neutral current. All of these functions may be accomplished either individually 

or simultaneously. This new control concept is demonstrated with extensive MATLAB/Simulink. 
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Introduction 

Due to increasing air pollution, global warming 

concerns, diminishing fossil fuels and their increasing 

cost have made it necessary to look towards Renewable 

Energy Sources (RES) as a future energy solution. In 

finding solutions to overcome a global energy crisis, the 

Photo Voltaic (PV) system has attracted significant 

attention in recent years. The government is providing 

incentives for further increasing the use of grid-

connected PV systems. Renewable Energy Sources are 

increasing integrated at the distribution level due to 

increase in load demand which utilize power electronic 

converters. Due to the extensive use of power electronic 

devices, disturbances occur on the electrical supply 

network. These disturbances are due to the use of non-

linear devices. These will introduce harmonics in the 

power system thereby causing equipment overheating 

,damage devices ,EMI related problems etc. Active 

Power Filters (APF) is extensively used to compensate 

the current harmonics and load unbalance. This will 

result in additional hardware requirements. So, in this 

paper, the existing PV inverter acts as Shunt Active 

Power Filter (SAPF) that is capable of simultaneously 

compensating problems like current unbalance, current 

harmonics and also of injecting the energy generated by 

RES. The shunt active filter is a voltage source inverter 

(VSI), which is connected in parallel with load. Shunt 

Active Power Filter has the ability to keep the mains 

current balanced and sinusoidal after compensation for 

various Load conditions. 
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System description  
            The proposed system consists of RES connected 

to the dc-link of a grid-interfacing inverter as shown in 

Fig. 1. The voltage source inverter is a key element of a 

DG system as it interfaces the renewable energy source 

to the grid and delivers the generated power. The RES 

may be a DC source or an AC source with rectifier 

coupled to dc-link. Usually, the fuel cell and 

photovoltaic energy sources generate power at variable 

low dc voltage, while the variable speed wind turbines 

generate power at variable ac voltage. Thus, the power 

generated from these renewable sources needs power 

conditioning (i.e., dc/dc or ac/dc) before connecting on 

dc-link [6]–[8]. The dc-capacitor decouples the RES 

from grid and also allows independent control of 

converters on either side of dc-link.  

A. DC-Link Voltage and Power Control 

Operation:  

Due to the intermittent nature of RES, the generated 

power is of variable nature. The dc-link plays an 

important role in transferring this variable power from 

renewable energy source to the grid. RES are 

represented as current sources connected to the dc-link 

of a grid-interfacing inverter. Fig. 2 shows the 

systematic representation of power transfer from the 

renewable energy resources to the grid via the dc-link. 

The current injected by renewable into dc-link at voltage 

level Vdc can be given as 

 
 

 
Fig 1.0 DC Equivalent 

Hysteresis current control 
The hysteresis current control (HCC) is the 

easiest control method to implement; it was developed 

by Brod and Novotny in 1985 . The shunt APF is 

implemented with three phase current controlled VSI 

and is connected to the ac mains for compensating the 

current harmonics. The VSI gate control signals are 

brought out from hysteresis band current controller. A 

hysteresis current controller is implemented with a  

 

closed loop control system and waveforms are shown in 

Fig .3. An error signal is used to control the switches in 

a voltage source inverter. This error is the difference 

between the desired current and the current being 

injected by the inverter . If the error exceeds the upper 

limit of the hysteresis band, the upper switch of the 

inverter arm is turned off and the lower switch is turned 

on. As a result, the current starts decaying. 
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Fig 2.0 waveforms of Hysterisis 

 

Simulation results 
The performance of the proposed structure is 

assessed by a computer simulation that uses MATLAB  

 

 

 

Software. The parameters of the proposed system are 

given in the tables below. The performance of the system 

with proposed control scheme is discussed, which 

includes the following case studies. 

 

CASE 1: NONLINEAR LOAD 

 

a. Source Current 

 
b. Load Current 

 

 
c. INVERTER CURRENT 

 
Fig 3.0 Simulation Results 
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Conclusion 
This paper has presented a novel control of an 

existing grid-interfacing inverter to improve the quality 

of power at PCC for a 3-phase 4-wireDGsystem. It has 

been shown that the grid-inter-facing inverter can be 

effectively utilized for power conditioning without 

affecting its normal operation of real power transfer. The 

grid-interfacing inverter with the proposed approach can 

be utilized to: i) inject real power generated from RES to 

the grid, and/or, ii) operate as a shunt Active Power 

Filter (APF). This approach thus eliminates the need for 

additional power conditioning equipment to improve the 

quality of power at PCC. Extensive MATLAB/Simulink 

simulation. When the power generated from RES is 

more than the total load power demand, the grid-

interfacing inverter with the proposed control approach 

not only fulfills the total load active and reactive power 

demand (with harmonic compensation) but also delivers 

the excess generated sinusoidal active power to the grid 

at unity power factor. 
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